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STATEMENT

DDC Journal’s mission is to enlighten,
engage and entertain its readers through
thought-provoking content geared towards
the senior-level construction and real estate
business professional. By both print and
online avenues, we strive to empower our
readers in their efforts to gain valuable insight
by showcasing notable projects and success
stories, and highlighting strategic business
and best-practice methodologies. For our
advertisers, we look to promote a forum in
which to showcase their work or product
in front of a qualified, decision-making

readership. In doing this, we target the
people who influence purchasing decisions
to provide the best return on investment for
your advertisement.
The real estate and construction markets have
been inching back to pre-recession levels,
but the recovery is by no means completethat’s why it’s especially important to get
insight into the industry from its leaders,
those people who are surviving and thriving
in a fast-changing business landscape.

DDC Journal (Design, Develop, Construct) is
the magazine for those professionals with the
vision to build North America. Each quarterly
issue delivers expert information from the
individuals and companies that are making
their mark in a competitive industry.
All major market segments are covered,
including commercial, industrial, office, mixeduse, government and military, healthcare,
education, hospitality, retail and residential.
In addition to in-depth project and company
case studies, DDC Journal provides insight

into the latest topics and trends including
green building, financial and market drivers,
project financing and product advances.
Each of the market segments we feature
carries with it its own set of challenges-and
we specifically ask executives at each of the
organizations what they are doing to overcome
their unique challenges. In this way our case
studies deliver a toolbox of information and
insight geared to helping readers solve the
challenges that affect their projects and the
way they do business.

EDITORIAL

CALENDAR

Q1 - SPRING 2019

Sales Deadline:
Copy Deadline:
Cover:
Green Building:
Special Feature:
Development Trends:
US Focus:
Metro Area Highlight:
Canadian Focus:

Q2 - SUMMER 2019
Sales Deadline:
Copy Deadline:
Cover:
Green Building:
Special Feature:
Development Trends:
US Focus:
Metro Area Highlight:
Canadian Focus:

Q3 - FALL 2019

Sales Deadline:
Copy Deadline:
Cover:
Green Building:
Special Feature:
Development Trends:
US Focus:
Metro Area Highlight:
Canadian Focus:

Q4 - WINTER 2019

DDC JOURNAL’S UNIQUE EDITORIAL FOCUS
on senior executives makes your media buying activities easier, offering direct access to construction
and real estate’s key players. We produce carefully targeted content to inspire and inform, reaching
executives at a time when they are most involved and engaged.

Sales Deadline:
Copy Deadline:
Cover:
Green Building:
Special Feature:
Development Trends:
US Focus:
Metro Area Highlight:
Canadian Focus:

1/4/19
1/11/19
Multifamily
Net-Zero Building
Ultra-Luxury Residential
Modular Building
Region: Southeast
South Florida
Real Estate Boom in the Greater Toronto Area

4/5/19
4/12/19
Infrastructure
TBD
Labor Shortage Challenges
Transit-Oriented Developments
Region: Midwest
New York City
Region: British Columbia

7/5/19
7/12/19
Green Building Issue
Green Building Products & Trends
Green Builders Highlight
Guide to LEED Certification
Region: West
Greater Toronto Area
Region: Alberta

10/4/19
10/11/19
TBD
TBD
Job Training Challenges
Hospitality and Resort Building
Region: Northeast
Los Angeles
Region: Quebec

* Please note that Sales and Copy deadlines listed above are provisional and subject to change without
notification by the publisher
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Edmonton Hero View

“It’s a different construction methodology
with the GLT,” says Salima Kheraj, Principal at
InHouse by Beaverbrook. “It’s also unique because it’s a mid-rise building. Everyone else is
building high-rise buildings in that area.”

EACH ISSUE DELIVERS A TOOLBOX OF INFORMATION

thetic on the inside of the building, which is why
we refer to this as lofts and townhomes.”
Both the interiors and the exterior of CX Lofts
and Townhomes will feature a chic, industrial

look and feel.
InHouse is a division of Beaverbrook, a respected real estate development firm with more than “When you look up, you will see wood as your
two decades of experience. The firm focuses
ceiling,” Kheraj says. “To go along with that,
mostly on infill development in Edmonton’s ur- and to match that industrial aesthetic, you will
ban core.
“InHouse is building multifamily and mixed-use
projects in Edmonton’s central areas,” says Kheraj. “We are trying to really create a product that

see polished concrete floors.”
Stainless steel appliances and black and bronze
finishes will accentuate the modern look of CX
Lofts and Townhomes.

differentiates ourselves in the marketplace.”

and insight geared toward helping you solve the challenges that affect your projects and the way

MODERN, SLEEK DESIGN
GLT is a durable, all-season construction material that allows architects and designers to incorporate stunning natural elements in developments where the climate can be somewhat
inhospitable.

you do business. You will also ﬁnd incisive and informative editorials that address lessons learned,

“You really start to get these industrial elements
mixed together in a way that creates a very different presentation from what you would find in
our market,” Kheraj says.
LIFESTYLE-ORIENTED SPACES
CX Lofts and Townhomes reflects the development philosophy of InHouse.

“The building itself is a structural steel frame
with the GLT,” Kheraj says. “That affords us the “We like to find niches in the market and work on
ability to create a very industrial, modern aes- those to create functional and beautiful living

government and policy issues surrounding the construction industry and how economic and other

RAW DESIGN
RAW Design embraces a myriad of design visions which allow us to flexibly work through
design constraints and realize new benchmarks for urban and architectural design. We
are design enthusiasts and have delivered
projects ranging from site specific art installations to multiblock masterplans. We are
pleased to present to Edmonton the unique
CX Lofts & Townhomes as a proud partner of
InHouse by Beaverbrook Communities.

factors will impact business-making decisions over the next few years.

317 Adelaide St. West
Toronto, ON Canada
416.599.9729
www.rawdesign.ca

An Accessible
Urban Lifestyle
Canadian developer delivers a unique infill community to the heart of Edmonton
In the heart of Edmonton’s Oliver neighborhood, InHouse by Beaver-

InHouse
by Beaverbrook
PRINCIPAL

LOCATION

Salima Kheraj

Edmonton, Alberta
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brook is working on a new lifestyle development featuring an urban,
industrial aesthetic. The community will have accessible monthly rates
geared toward young professionals and families.
The development, CX Lofts and Townhomes, will provide something
new and unique to one of the city’s most vibrant neighborhoods. The
68-unit mid-rise includes some innovative design elements that will
differentiate it from other market offerings, including the use of glue
laminated timber (GLT).

CX Lofts & Townhomes

SUMMER 2018
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SPOTLIGHT - PHILADELPHIA
K4 Associates

CARRIER JOHNSON + CULTURE
A comprehensive design and branding firm
is bringing its unique touch to San Diego

CONTINENTAL PROPERTIES
COMPANY, INC.
Midwest developer continues to grow,
aided by a rich internal culture that
fosters success

20

54

SPOTLIGHT - NORTHEAST
IDI Group

UNITED PROPERTIES
A legacy development firm is adding
another asset to a popular Minneapolis
neighborhood

26
SPOTLIGHT - LABOR SHORTAGE
Scott Simpson Builders

56

28

EVERGREEN REAL ESTATE GROUP
Firm’s developments combine libraries
and affordable housing to create truly
active communities

SPOTLIGHT - BUILDING MATERIALS
Knickerbocker Russell

30

58

SPOTLIGHT - MIDWEST
Hageman Group

GERDING EDLEN
Ambitious developer creates
environmentally sustainable, city-shaping
properties across the country

MIXED-USE

46

COVER story

34

JOHN MORIARTY & ASSOCIATES
General contractor specializes in luxury
properties, builds new mixed-use property
in Miami

DESIGN-BUILD

BRISTOL DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Multifamily developer emphasizes
secondary markets, includes high-end
and creative amenities for residents

64
ALTIUS BUILDING/ALLIANCE
MANAGEMENT
A small Wisconsin village is investing in
density, urban amenities

36
INHOUSE BY BEAVERBROOK
Canadian developer delivers a unique
infill community to the heart of
Edmonton

66
CORPORATE CONTRACTORS, INC.
Wisconsin-based construction firm
continues to develop variety of properties
throughout the Midwest

40
FLUSHING COMMONS
A diverse development coalition
is building one of New York’s most
significant mega-projects

10
SPOTLIGHT - MICHIGAN
Wolverine Building Group

16
SPOTLIGHT - CHICAGO
Boller Construction
Company
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42
BOYLSTON PROPERTIES
Local developer builds one of the
Boston area’s most significant ongoing
mega-projects

82
OPUS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
New market-rate development allows
university students and professionals to
live, work and play downtown

84
COLLECDEV/SHIPLAKE
MANAGEMENT
Canadian developer is creating new,
innovative housing in the heart of
Toronto

89
ALLANTE PROPERTIES
Denver-based real estate firm leads the
way with micro-unit developments in
Denver with recent expansion to Phoenix

92
VPG ENTERPRISES
Louisiana development and construction
firm experiences rapid growth, focuses
on giving back

94

MULTIFAMILY

96

TIME EQUITIES INC.
New York real estate investment,
development and management firm
embraces local culture, defines modern
spaces

49

76

GREEN CIRCLE PROJECTS
An innovative Mid-South developer
is taking sustainable community
development to historic new heights

LIBERTY MULTIFAMILY
Dallas-based firm creates accessible
workforce housing for the city’s booming
suburbs

THE AVENUE LOFTS
A dedicated developer is creating unique,
innovative architecture in the Gulf Coast
city

RJO’CONNELL & ASSOCIATES
Breathing life back into retail centers
through transformative planning and
design

WICKER PARK APARTMENTS, INC.
A small Chicago developer is making
waves in the city’s multifamily housing
scene

FEATURES FROM 2018

80

CHOATE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
New headquarters will provide a
striking design, interactive corporate
environment for healthcare staffing firm

72

45

SAMPLE LIST OF

STEELWAVE
Real estate firm moves into the realm of
multifamily development after success in
commercial and industrial markets

98
GABLES RESIDENTIAL
Developer focuses on an underserved
Washington, DC submarket by delivering
new luxury housing

SUMMER 2018

104
PICERNE REAL ESTATE GROUP
Real estate group continues to develop
luxury housing after nearly a century of
success in the industry

101
MALICK INFILL
Taking the lead in the changing trajectory of
San Diego’s development market

AVIATION
108
CHARLOTTE DOUGLAS AIRPORT
One of the nation’s busiest airports
is making sensible, long-term capital
improvements to meet increasing
demands

110
WILLISTON BASIN INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT
A North Dakota boomtown builds a new
airport to invest in its future

INFRASTRUCTURE
114
TRANSAQUA
Wastewater management agency is
investing in a brighter future for several
New Brunswick communities

116
APEX CONSTRUCTION AND EXETER
PUBLIC WORKS
New wastewater treatment facility in
New Hampshire will meet the highest
EPA standards

SUMMER 2018
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WE’RE FOCUSED ON PROVIDING YOU,

the industry professional, knowledge and information about individuals and companies in
the market who are making big strides in all aspects of construction.

A City Within a City
Monumental development on Manhattan’s West Side continues to take shape

Hudson Yards, the largest private development
in the nation’s history, continues to take shape
with the addition of new skyscrapers, buildings
and features. The $25 billion effort, orchestrated
by Related Companies and Oxford Properties
Group, is situated across two platforms suspended over a working rail yard that operates more
than 30 active tracks on Manhattan’s West Side.
When it’s complete in 2025, the enormous
mixed-use development will provide new spaces
for more than 125,000 people to live, work and
play along the Hudson River. Considering its unprecedented and ongoing investment, Hudson
Yards is the most complex construction project
in the city’s history.
Related aims to transform the more than 28
acres of underused industrial land by introducing high-end residential, commercial, retail and
open public spaces. The six-block “city within a
city” will include ample green space, connecting many of the city’s existing public parks. It
will also have more than 18 million square feet
of commercial and residential space, state-ofthe-art office towers, more than 100 shops and a
wide variety of restaurants and bars.

TECTONIC
TECTONIC is proud to work with the Related Companies and as a New York-based firm,
honored to provide our Special Inspection
and Materials Testing services for Hudson
Yards. We congratulate the Related Companies on their accomplishments and extend
our wishes for continued success. TECTONIC provides multidiscipline engineering and
construction support services that enable
our clients to succeed across a wide range
of goals in the key markets of Transportation
and Infrastructure, Land Planning, Water
Resources, and Telecommunications/Energy.

Site Planning & Design | Geotechnical Engineering
Environmental Monitoring | Surveying & Mapping
Structural Analysis & Design | Construction Management
Special Inspections | Laboratory Materials Testing

Related Hudson Yards
PRESIDENT

Jay Cross

LOCATION

New York, New York

Corporate:
70 Pleasant Hill Road, PO Box 37
Mountainville, NY 10953

TEL: 800082906531

60
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Metropolitan NYC:
118-35 Queens Boulevard, Suite 1000
Forest Hills, NY 11375

NY NJ CT VA FL AZ NM CA TX

WWW.TECTONICENGINEERING.COM

FALL 2018
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• Alberta Transportation
• AMLI Residential Development Co
• Becknell Industrial
• Bird Construction
• Boston Properties
• Brigil
• Caesar’s Entertainment
• Castle and Cooke Homes
• CenterPoint Properties
• Choate Construction Company
• Dezer Development
• Edward J. Minskoff Equities
• Fiﬁeld Companies
• Florida East Coast Industries
• Gables Residential
• Gerding Edlen
• HITT Contracting
• IDI Group of Companies
• Inﬁnity Group
• Kraus Anderson Construction
• Lennar
• Magellan Development Group
• Milender White
• Oxford Capital
• QUADRANGLE
• R.D. Olson
• Related Group
• Related Hudson Yards
• Skanska USA
• SNC Lavalin
• Suffolk Construction
• The DeMatteis Organization
• Trumark Homes
• Wesgroup Properties
• ZOM
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matte laminated paper stock used for the cover
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The following conditions apply to every advertisement submitted to Avenir
Publishing:
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DEDICATED TO THOSE WHO DESIGN, DEVELOP AND CONSTRUCT,
DDC Journal is the title for those with the vision to build North America. The modern construction market
constantly challenges those at the heart of the industry to perform to ever-higher levels at each stage of
the project process.
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ACS Infrastructure Canada, Inc
AECOM
Aecon Infrastructure
Algoma Central Corporation
Amec Foster Wheeler
BancorpSouth Insurance Services, Inc.
Bank of Montreal
Beton Prefabrique Du Lac
Cappelli Organization
CBRE
CHANDOS
CertainTeed Gypsum Canada
City Real Estate Advisors, Inc.
Coats Rose
Cohn Reznick
Curran Architecture
CVR Associates
Domain Communities
Dow Solar
Edgewood Management
EllisDon Corporation
Everyday Energy
Facchina Construction
Farmer, Fuqua & Huff, P.C.
First American Title Insurance Company
Flatiron
Foster Pepper PLLC
George K. Baum & Company
Gibbs Construction
Grohe AG
Guyder Hurley P.C.
Hathaway Dinwiddie Construction
Herzog Contracting Corp.
Hunt Construction Group
IBG Construction Services
Jensen Hughes Consulting Canada Ltd.
JMBA + Architects
Jones Lang LaSalle
Jorgensen-Reeve Builders, Inc.
JP Morgan Chase
Keystone Development, LLC
Kier Construction
KMK Capital Inc.
Lake City Bank
Lendlease Corporation
Love Funding
Moen
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Monarch Bank
MTE Consultants
Murtha Cullina LLP
National Development Council
National Equity Fund
NBT Bank
Nokia
Norstar Development
NorthMarq Capital
Nova Investment Realty
Novogradac & Company LLP
Ohio Capital Corporation
PCL Civil Constructors
PCL Constructors Canada
Placer Title
PlanWorks Architecture Inc.
Plaza Construction
PSL Architects
Quanta Power
Red Capital Group
Red Stone Equity
Residential Title
RKR Construction Company
Sabak, Wilson & Lingo, Inc.
Shutts & Bowen
SunTrust Bank
TCF Bank
TD Bank
Telus
Turner Construction Co
The Arker Companies
The Core Companies
The Richman Group
The Weitz Company
tvsdesign
Union Savings Bank
Urban Quotient
US Bank Commercial Real Estate
Valbridge Property Advisors
W.E. O’Neil Construction Company
Walsh PCL
Wells Fargo
Winthrop & Weinstine, P. A.
Wisconsin Housing Preservation Corporation
WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff
Yardi Systems
Ysrael A. Seinuk, P.C.
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SPOTLIGHT - PHILADELPHIA
K4 Associates

CARRIER JOHNSON + CULTURE
A comprehensive design and branding firm
is bringing its unique touch to San Diego

CONTINENTAL PROPERTIES
COMPANY, INC.
Midwest developer continues to grow,
aided by a rich internal culture that
fosters success
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IDI Group
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Knickerbocker Russell
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JOHN MORIARTY & ASSOCIATES
General contractor specializes in luxury
properties, builds new mixed-use property
in Miami

BRISTOL DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Multifamily developer emphasizes
secondary markets, includes high-end
and creative amenities for residents
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INHOUSE BY BEAVERBROOK
Canadian developer delivers a unique
infill community to the heart of
Edmonton

40
FLUSHING COMMONS
A diverse development coalition
is building one of New York’s most
significant mega-projects
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Wolverine Building Group
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Boller Construction
Company
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42
BOYLSTON PROPERTIES
Local developer builds one of the
Boston area’s most significant ongoing
mega-projects

45

54
UNITED PROPERTIES
A legacy development firm is adding
another asset to a popular Minneapolis
neighborhood

82
OPUS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
New market-rate development allows
university students and professionals to
live, work and play downtown

58
GERDING EDLEN
Ambitious developer creates
environmentally sustainable, city-shaping
properties across the country

DESIGN-BUILD
64

84
COLLECDEV/SHIPLAKE
MANAGEMENT
Canadian developer is creating new,
innovative housing in the heart of
Toronto

89

ALTIUS BUILDING/ALLIANCE
MANAGEMENT
A small Wisconsin village is investing in
density, urban amenities

ALLANTE PROPERTIES
Denver-based real estate firm leads the
way with micro-unit developments in
Denver with recent expansion to Phoenix

66
CORPORATE CONTRACTORS, INC.
Wisconsin-based construction firm
continues to develop variety of properties
throughout the Midwest

68

92
VPG ENTERPRISES
Louisiana development and construction
firm experiences rapid growth, focuses
on giving back

94

CHOATE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
New headquarters will provide a
striking design, interactive corporate
environment for healthcare staffing firm

THE AVENUE LOFTS
A dedicated developer is creating unique,
innovative architecture in the Gulf Coast
city

MULTIFAMILY
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RJO’CONNELL & ASSOCIATES
Breathing life back into retail centers
through transformative planning and
design
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GREEN CIRCLE PROJECTS
An innovative Mid-South developer
is taking sustainable community
development to historic new heights

LIBERTY MULTIFAMILY
Dallas-based firm creates accessible
workforce housing for the city’s booming
suburbs

EVERGREEN REAL ESTATE GROUP
Firm’s developments combine libraries
and affordable housing to create truly
active communities

TIME EQUITIES INC.
New York real estate investment,
development and management firm
embraces local culture, defines modern
spaces

WICKER PARK APARTMENTS, INC.
A small Chicago developer is making
waves in the city’s multifamily housing
scene
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